Using eHRAF World Cultures & Archaeology Database

Library Home Page www.butte.edu/library ➔ Article Databases ➔ Databases A-Z (E-F) ➔ eHRAF World Cultures

**Browse Cultures:** Browse for cultures using the A-Z Index, By Country, or By Region

- Once you find a culture, find **USE** for the suggested search term. Also, explore **Culture Summary** and **Collection Documents**.

**Culture Summary:** You will find basic information about a culture, such as its economy, history, environment, and sociopolitical organization.

**Collection Documents:** You will find culture-specific texts, including books, dissertations, monographs, or journals.

**Browse Subject:** Browsing the subject terms can be useful for exploring cultural concepts. Enter a keyword in the search box or browse subject by A-Z Index. The OCM (Outlines of Cultural Materials) subjects and subject codes can be used as search terms.

**Browse Documents:** Search by author’s name or browse name by A-Z Index.
Advanced Search: Click Add Cultures and select by using A-Z, region, or country. Click Add Subjects and choose desirable subjects to add to the culture search. Enter Keywords if you want.

*Make sure you are using appropriate Boolean operators (AND, OR, or NOT) when you are combining search terms.

Navigating the Results Page: After entering Cultures, Subjects, and/or Keywords, you will get a list of results per culture. Click on the culture to view the Paragraph Results.

Navigating Page View:

On the Page View, use the Table of Contents to navigate the document. Click Body to view different chapters/parts of the document.

Each Paragraph is indexed by OCM subject.